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Abstract

This paper presents a simplified model of a three-stage duopoly model of com-

petition (incumbent and entrant) with endogenous and uncertain technological

progress, in an industry that exhibits network externalities. The main objective

is to determine and compare the private and social incentives to innovate. The

analysis shows that given the entrant’s technological advantage, it possesses higher

incentives to innovate, and therefore, a high probability of overtaking the market.

However, market performance tends to be inefficient by overinvesting (in compar-

ison with the social optimum) in the entrant’s new technology. The extent of this

inefficiency depends on the assumptions made concerning the entrant’s technologi-

cal advantage and part of it can be attributed exclusively to the presence of network

externalities.
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1 Introduction

It has been widely acknowledged that the processes of development and adoption of

technological innovations are at the core of industrial evolution. By undertaking such

processes, firms are able to improve the quality of the goods or services they provide

and/or to reduce the underlying costs under which they operate. As a result, Research and

Development (R&D) initiatives and the eventual adoption of new technologies represent

one of the most important devices in order to enhance market position and, consequently,

to boost current and future profits.

As expected, the literature has dealt extensively with the economic consequences of

potential (R&D) projects on, for instance, expected benefits, operational costs and com-

peting firms interactions, among others. Some studies have also recognized that the

extend of those consequences rely heavily on the conditions and characteristics of the

markets analyzed. Moreover, relevant results highlight how these issues critically define,

in the first place, the incentives to undertake such (R&D) projects, and how innovative

incentives vary greatly across industries and across private and public actors.1

Interestingly, one particular case corresponds to industries that serve markets that

exhibit network externalities (i.e. a good is more valuable, the more others use compati-

ble goods).2 One classical example of these industries is a communications network (e.g.

mobile phones). As users wish to link directly to other users, the demand (or attractive-

ness) of a communications network is a function of both its quality-adjusted price, and its

expected network size (i.e. installed base).

The existence of installed bases and the implied necessity across competing firms to

1Reinganum (1989) provides a survey on the main aspect of the process of development and adoption

of new technologies.
2Also referred in the literature as network effects, demand scale economies, increasing returns to

adoption, network economies and positive feedback, among others. See Katz and Shapiro (1985) for the

seminal treatment of markets that exhibit this feature.
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build and sustain such bases, imply that firms in these industries display an intense rivalry,

along with fierce technological competition, among incumbent firms and with potential

entrants. Moreover, beyond exhibiting fiercer competition, the presence of network ex-

ternalities imply that the industry may evolve in a fundamentally different manner. As

underlined in the literature, two main pecularities arise in the performance of these mar-

kets, involving, unsurprisingly, significant consequences in the process of innovation.3

First, market outcome in the presence of network externalities may be inefficient. The

existence of a considerable installed base for a given network may induce the market to

get locked-in into obsolete standards or technologies. This phenomenon has been termed

in the literature as excess inertia, and corresponds to situations where users tend to stick

with an established technology even when total social surplus would be greater were they

to adopt a new, better but incompatible technology, that initially, lacks such a base.

Therefore, if excess inertia arises, it could be argued, to some extent, that the firms’ in-

novative incentives are insufficient in comparison to social incentives, generating a socially

suboptimal outcome. On the other hand, the opposite inefficient result is also possible.

Even if the market adopts the new, better emerging technology, under some specific con-

ditions inefficiencies may occur. That is, the market is exhibiting excess momentum (also

labelled in the literature as insufficient friction), in which the market adopts, inefficiently,

a new technology.

These market inefficiencies are frequent in the analysis, as well as in the observed

market outcomes, of industries that exhibit network externalities.4 Their analysis entails

important regulatory issues and represents one of the main objectives of the present

article. However, even though the analysis of these market inefficiencies are widely treated

in the literature, they are by no means, the only possible inefficiencies that may arise,

specially when the process of technological innovation is considered explicitly. Note that

3Katz and Shapiro (1994) and Economides (1996) present surveys on the literature on network exter-

nalities and their impact on market performance.
4See Farrell and Saloner (1985), (1986) and Katz and Shapiro (1986), (1992)
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the emergence of excess inertia and excess momentum is, unambiguously, related to the

process of adoption of new technologies. However, inefficiencies may arise, for instance,

in the incentives to undertake (R&D) projects, which are, to some extent, independent of

adoption consideration.

The second peculiarity in these industries is illustrated by the fact that market out-

comes can be characterized by the inexistence of an equilibrium, or conversely, the presence

of multiple equilibria. Once consumers realize the importance of installed bases, their ex-

pectations about network sizes play a specially important role and, recurrently, may be

the source of the market inefficiencies described before.

As an additional consequence of the role of expectations in markets that exhibit net-

work externalities, these industries tend to be characterized by a few number of successful

firms or, in some cases, only one dominant firm serving the entire market. A network tech-

nology may dominate a market only because is expected to do so.5 This phenomenon has

been termed in the literature as positive feedback or tipping, which, in other words, says

that goods or technologies that exhibit network externalities display increasing returns to

scale in the level of adoption driven by the role of consumer expectations.6

In spite of its relevance, the literature on Research and Development (R&D) and tech-

nology choice in industries that exhibit network externalities is still in its early stage of

development. Particularly, the determinants of private innovative incentives and the con-

ditions under which misalignments with the social incentives arise, is an area of research

that has not received enough attention.

In particular, the existing literature, in its great majority, takes the process of R&D

as exogenously given and analyzes the conditions and consequences under which a new

5The initial success of MS-DOS is usually attributed not to any technical superiority, but to the fact

that it was supported by IBM.
6Several authors have pointed out that it is the role of consumer expectations what determines the

particular dynamics in industries with network externalities, in comparison with other industries under

increasing returns to scale. See Besen and Farrell (1994), Katz and Shapiro (1994), Arthur (2000).
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innovation is adopted (Farrell and Saloner (1985), Farrell and Saloner (1986), Katz and

Shapiro (1986), Katz and Shapiro (1992), De Bijil & Goyal (1995), Shy (1996), Fudenberg

and Tirole (2000), among others). Moreover, most of the work devoted to the analysis of

investment decisions with network externalities considers situations where the entrant ar-

rives with a (exogenously given) new technology, without considering a strategic response

by the incumbent to the threat of entry.

Additionally, the analysis of how the industry evolves in the presence of network

externalities, under uncertain and endogenous technological progress, has also not been

the primary focus in this line of research. This article is a first attempt to contribute to

this strand of literature. In this paper, we will try to understand the underlying forces

involved in firms’ (R&D) choices under uncertainty and network externalities.

Specifically, this paper propose a simplified three-stage duopoly model of competition

with uncertain technological progress, in order to determine the private incentives to

innovate. We consider an incumbent firm with an installed base and a potential entrant

offering a better technology, that compete only once. We assume an ongoing technological

progress which is uncertain. However, by investing a fixed amount k, before competition

takes place, each firm can develop a better technology with certainty and then compete

with it. Without any investment, the probability of obtaining a technological innovation

is ρ. In this setup, we analyze the private incentives to innovate, which is equivalent to

investing in a certain development.

Subsequently, we consider the social incentives to innovate and compare the results

with the market outcome. We show the conditions under which potential inefficiencies

arise and propose, with this model, an explanation to this phenomenon.

Even though the model is related to the literature on network externalities, the mod-

elling strategy, as well as the research question differ a great deal. However, the ineffi-

ciency of market outcomes and the treatment of the process of innovation present some

similarities.
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For instance, Kristiansen (1996) also analyzes endogenous and uncertain technological

process, and presents a model to describe how firms, an incumbent and a potential entrant,

choose among different (R&D) projects (i.e. before the technology is developed). He

studies the consequences on (R&D) rivalry in markets with network externalities. He

discusses the firms’ choices of (R&D) projects in terms of the risk associated to each of

them. Riskier projects exhibit higher returns and lower probability of success, as well as

higher cost of development. He shows that the differences between private and socially

optimal (R&D) initiatives are due to the presence of network externalities. Particularly,

in his model, he finds that from a welfare point of view, the incumbent chooses a too

risky (R&D) project (implying a high level of investment) and the entrant a too certain

project (implying a low level of investment).

In a similar paper, Choi (1994) studies an entrant’s choice among two (R&D) projects

with different risks in a two period model in which consumer can delay adoption. The

quality of the incumbent technology is given and constant over the two periods, while the

quality of potential entrant’s technology is uncertain and unknown in the first period. Two

buyers enter sequentially. The first buyer can observe the (R&D) project of the potential

entrant (which affects the future value of its technology) and has to decide whether to

buy in the first period or to wait and choose between the incumbent’s technology and

the uncertain entrant’s technology in the second period. The first buyers benefits from

network externalities and, therefore, should consider the behavior of the second consumer.

The second consumers arrives in the second period, observes the first consumer choice

and decides between the two technologies. He shows that the private and social (R&D)

incentives may differ in term of the level of risk, as well as the socially optimal technology

adoption. In addition, he also discusses the effects of a uncertain process of innovation as

a key determinant in the choice of (R&D) projects. Particularly, he concludes that the

first buyer may adopt a technology too early in relation with the social optimum and that

the uncertainty in the technological progress leads the market to choose a too low level
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of risk.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the model. In section 3

we analyze the market equilibrium that determines the private incentives to innovate.

In section 4 we present the socially optimal outcome and compare it with the results of

section 3. Section 5 comments on possible extensions and concludes.

2 The Model

The model considers an industry that evolves in three stages in a market that exhibits

network externalities in demand.7 In the first stage (monopoly), a first group of consumers

is served by a unique incumbent firm and, in consequence, an installed base is built.

In the second stage (investment decisions), the incumbent firm is joined by a po-

tential entrant with a better initial technology, and both must decide upon an optimal

(R&D) strategy. Specifically, they evaluate whether to invest an amount k and develop

a technological innovation that improves their initial quality with certainty, or make no

investments and develop the technological innovation (i.e. a quality improvement) with

probability ρ.

In the third stage (price competition), the value of the final technologies are observed

and are common knowledge, a new group of consumers arrives in the market and must

decide upon the two technologies. The new consumers can observe the realized technolo-

gies of both firms, the prices and the incumbent’s installed base, and decide accordingly.

The next subsections describe in detail each part of the model.

7As will be clear below, this time structure can also be interpreted as a two period framework with

the first stage being the first period and the second and third stages being the second period.
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2.1 Consumers

On the demand side, the model considers purchase decisions that are affected by the

presence of network externalities and analyzes the optimal choice of two groups of homo-

geneous consumers that enter the market sequentially. It is assumed that each group of

consumers consists of only 1 individual.8 In this setup, each consumer faces an inelastic

demand for a single unit of the offered goods and carries out his purchase decision as

soon as it arrives in the market.9 Specifically, the first consumer is assumed to arrive in

the market in the first stage, the second stage involves no consumption decisions, and the

second consumer arrives in the third stage.

When the first consumer arrives in the market in the first stage, it comes across a

market served by a unique incumbent. Consequently, he purchases the only alternative

he is confronted to, and enjoys a net benefit given by θ + ν − p0. In this expression, θ is

the stand-alone value of the good manufactured by the incumbent firm, and represents

the worth attached to the purchased good. Moreover, this parameter θ can also be inter-

preted as the quality of the technology embodied in the good produced by the incumbent,

reflecting the outcome of previous (R&D) efforts and/or technological progress. Note that

this value is independent of the extra network benefit the good can provide due to the

presence of network externalities.

On the other hand, ν represents the extent of the network benefit perceived by the

consumer and, in this model, is linearly related to the size of the market. Therefore, the

overall network benefit enjoyed by the consumer corresponds to ν times the size of the

market (in this case equal to 1). As the stand-alone value θ, the parameter ν is equal and

8It is well known that models with network externalities depend on the way consumers form expecta-

tions and that coordination problems may arise. However, by assuming that consumers coordinate on the

Pareto efficient equilibrium (when there are multiple) the problem is equivalent to the one that considers

only 1 individual. See Katz and Shapiro (1986).
9This assumption permits to avoid ”Coasian Dynamics” where consumers may face lower prices later

in their lives.
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constant among consumers given our homogeneity assumption. Finally, p0 is the price

charged by the incumbent firm. This price is equal to the surplus provided by the good

(θ + ν) making the net benefit equal to zero (monopoly price).

In the second stage, even though no consumer arrives, the industry undergoes a process

of technological progress that will enhance the second consumer available choices when

it enters in the third stage. Two facts characterize this industry evolution. First, in

addition to the incumbent firm, there is a new entrant firm that may provide a better

technology, and that is willing to compete against the incumbent firm for the second

consumer. Second, as will be clarified in the next subsection, the two firms may affect

their qualities offered in the third stage by deciding an optimal (R&D) strategy in the

second stage.

As a result, when the second consumer enters in the third stage, it must decide between

the two goods considering the underlying qualities, the incumbent’s installed base, and

the corresponding prices charged.

2.2 Firms

In the first stage there is only one incumbent firm that produces, with marginal cost equal

to zero, a given network good or technology. According to the assumptions made on the

demand side (i.e. individual consumer with inelastic demand), the incumbent firm serves

the entire market (i.e. the first consumer) and charges monopoly price.

In the second stage, the industry evolves in two ways. First, after the technology

adoption by the first consumer, a new entrant firm decides to compete for the second

consumer arriving in the third stage. This potential entrant produces, with zero marginal

cost, a better and incompatible technology that provides a stand-alone value equal to

θ + γ (i.e. γ is the entrant technological advantage). Second, before the third stage

arrives (and competition takes place), both firms undertake (R&D) strategies in order

to improve their existing technologies and face the incoming competition. However, by
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definition, the optimal (R&D) strategy undertaken by each firm depends on the way

technological progress takes place.

It is assumed that the technological process is ongoing, uncertain and endogenous in

the following way. If the firm (either the incumbent or the entrant) does not invest, the

technology quality (i.e. stand-alone value) is increased by λ with probability ρ. We call

probability ρ, the exogenous probability of innovation. Conversely, in the case that one

of the firm does invest, its probability of improvement is equal to 1. As a result, a firm

(R&D) strategy corresponds either to invest and follow a certain technological progress,

or not to invest and undergo such a process with uncertainty.

Note that when the chosen strategy is not to invest, the realization of the innovation is

only known in the third stage. In addition, we assume that the cost of investment is con-

stant and equal to k, and that the eventual improvement in the technology does not affect

its compatibility. That is, if the incumbent innovates (i.e. achieves the improvement),

the first consumer can also enjoy the better technology, as well as the benefits from the

enlarged installed base in the case of adoption of the incumbent’s technology by the new

consumer. It is worth noticing that, in this stage, the information about the incumbent

and the entrant technologies, as well as the extent of the potential improvement λ are

common-knowledge to both firms.

In the third stage, the outcome of the technological progress is realized and the in-

cumbent firm competes with price p, while the entrant firm competes with price q for the

new consumer.

3 Analysis

Our main objective is to determine and analyze the incentives and the consequences of

the (R&D) strategy choice made by the firms. Thus, in order to do that, it should

be noted that the firms’ optimal decisions depend on the choice made by the second
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consumer in the third stage. Accordingly, we look for the dynamic optimization behavior

of the two firms by proceeding backwards. We start with the optimal choice by the

second consumer when he arrives in the market and observes the final qualities. Then,

we consider the firms’ optimal (R&D) strategies undertaken in the second stage and,

finally, we describe the market equilibrium (i.e. optimal private investment incentives).

Subsequently, we compare this market equilibrium with the social optimum (i.e. social

incentives to innovate) in order to check for potential inefficiencies that may arise in

the process of technological progress and identify the role of network externalities in the

results.

3.1 Market Equilibrium

Firms must choose their optimal market strategy, namely, incumbent’s price decision in

the first stage when the first consumer arrives, investment decisions for both firms in stage

two (whether to invest or not), and price decision in stage three when competition takes

place given the arrival of the second consumer.

In the first stage, only the incumbent firm has a decision to make. As described before,

it charges monopoly price and serves the entire market.

In the second stage, both firms should decide, ex ante, upon the investment strategy

that will determine their quality in the next stage where price competition takes place.

In order to do so, firms (must) rationally forecast the purchasing ex post behavior of the

second consumer in the third stage, when the value of the technologies are realized. That

is, we first consider price competition (third stage) and then we are able to determine the

optimal firm investment decision (second stage).

Third-Stage Price-Competition. When the second consumer arrives in the market,

it is able to observe the final qualities of the firms’ technologies. That is, it can evaluate

the surplus offered by the incumbent’s, as well as the entrant’s technology, and chooses

accordingly. Specifically, the surplus offered by each firm can take two values, depending
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on the success or failure of the innovative activity. Consider the incumbent. If it succeeds

(with probability 1 if it invests, and probability ρ if it does not), the surplus enjoyed by

the second period consumer, if it purchases, is given by,

SI = θ + λ + 2ν. (1)

Where θ represents the incumbent’s technology initial quality, λ correspond to the

improvement in quality given the success in its (R&D) activity, and 2ν corresponds to

the network benefit enjoyed given a network size equal to 2 (first and second consumer).

On the contrary, if the incumbent fails to improve its quality (with probability (1− ρ)

provided that it did not invest), its offered benefit is given by,

SI = θ + 2ν. (2)

Similarly, the surpluses provided by the entrant’s technology, subject to success (with

probability 1 if it invests, and probability ρ if it does not) or failure (with probability

(1− ρ) provided that it did not invest) in the innovative effort, are given by,

SE = θ + γ + λ + ν (3)

SE = θ + γ + ν. (4)

The interpretation on the parameters is equivalent as in the incumbent’s case, but

note that the entrant possesses a technological advantage γ and that the network benefit

offered by the entrant is only of size 1, given that its technology is incompatible with the

installed base of the incumbent.

The alternatives faced by the second consumer in the third stage are summarized in

Table (1). Column (1) shows the possible combination of firms strategies. Column (2)

displays the implied offered surpluses given the firms strategies showed in Column (1). It

should be noted that Column (2) displays only four different alternatives observed by the

second consumer, namely, both succeed (rows (1), (2),(4) and (6)), only the incumbent
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succeeds (rows (3) and (7)), only the entrant succeeds(rows (5) and (8)) and both fail (row

(9)). This four possible combinations come from nine different strategies combination.

This fact does not affect price competition but, as will be shown, affects the choice of

strategies by the firms and, in turn, the final market result.

Up to this point, it should be clear that what makes competition interesting, in this

setup, comes from three facts: i) the entrant’s possesses a technological advantage γ; ii)

the incumbent possesses a installed base advantage ν; and iii) how do this advantages

interact with the firms’ (R&D) incentives in shaping the market outcome. In addition, as

can also be seen from Table (1), in order to resolve Bertrand competition, it is imperative

to make assumptions on the parameters (relative advantages) in order to compare the

offered surpluses.

Beyond considering the reasonable cases where θ, γ, λ and ν > 0, at this point two

additional decisive assumptions should be made. The first is the comparison between

the extent of the entrant’s technological advantage γ and the extent of the incumbent’s

installed base advantage ν. Consider the case when γ > ν. This implies that the entrant

has an extra-strategic advantage (i.e. entrant’s technological advantage can overcome

the incumbent’s installed base advantage), equal to γ − ν. That is, the entrant’s new,

incompatible technology more than compensates the maximum extra network benefit

provided by the incumbent given its installed base.

In this case, if no technological progress is considered (i.e. no investment and/or

innovation possibility), the market outcome would be always in favor of the entrant’s

new technology. However, in our setup, the modelling of uncertain technological progress

implies that, as will be shown below, this extra-strategic advantage can be overcome by

successful (R&D) projects. The conditions under which this is the case are related with

the following assumption.

The second assumption that should be made corresponds to the relation between

the extent of the potential technological progress λ (if achieved), and the entrant’s (or
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(1) (2) (3) (4)

Firms Strategies Surplus Offered Outcome and Price Outcome and Price

Case 1: γ > ν Case 2: γ < ν

Both Invest SI = θ + λ + 2ν Entrant Incumbent

SE = θ + γ + λ + ν q = γ − ν p = ν − γ

Incumbent Invests SI = θ + λ + 2ν Entrant Incumbent

(Entrant Succeeds) SE = θ + γ + λ + ν q = γ − ν p = ν − γ

Incumbent Invests SI = θ + λ + 2ν Incumbent Incumbent

(Entrant Fails) SE = θ + γ + ν p = λ + ν − γ p = λ + ν − γ

Entrant Invests SI = θ + λ + 2ν Entrant Incumbent

(Incumbent Succeeds) SE = θ + γ + λ + ν q = γ − ν p = ν − γ

Entrant Invests SI = θ + 2ν Entrant Entrant

(Incumbent Fails) SE = θ + γ + λ + ν q = γ + λ− ν q = γ + λ− ν

Nobody Invests SI = θ + λ + 2ν Entrant Incumbent

(Both Succeed) SE = θ + γ + λ + ν q = γ − ν p = ν − γ

Nobody Invests SI = θ + λ + 2ν Incumbent Incumbent

(Incumbent Succeeds) SE = θ + γ + ν p = λ + ν − γ p = λ + ν − γ

Nobody Invests SI = θ + 2ν Entrant Entrant

(Entrant Succeeds) SE = θ + γ + λ + ν q = γ + λ− ν q = γ + λ− ν

Nobody Invests SI = θ + 2ν Entrant Incumbent

(Both Fail) SE = θ + γ + ν q = γ − ν p = ν − γ

Table 1: Third-Stage Price-Competition
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incumbent’s) extra-strategic advantage. (i.e. the relation between γ and ν). The case

where λ > |γ − ν|, implies that a successful innovation, for instance by the incumbent,

may overcome the entrant advantage over the network benefit (i.e. the entrant extra-

strategic advantage). In other words, if λ > |γ − ν| holds and γ > ν is assumed, the

entrant advantage is not always definitive in determining market outcome.

As expected, in the opposite case when λ < |γ − ν| holds, the advantage implied by

the relation between γ and ν can never be overcome (i.e. the extra-strategic advantage

always dominates), and the market, under any conditions, always shows one firm serving

the market in the third stage (i.e. the firm with the extra-strategic advantage). For this

reason, it is assumed throughout the paper that λ > |γ − ν| always holds.

Column (3) in Table (1) compares the offered surpluses and provides the firm that

serves the market in stage three (the one that provides a higher surplus), considering

the case when γ > ν, and λ > |γ − ν|. In addition, Column (3) also shows the price

charge by the winning firm (price competition outcome). Given that in this case Bertrand

competition takes place in a homogeneous consumers market, the losing firm charges zero

price. Column (4) presents the same analysis for the case when γ < ν.

From Column (3) can be observed that the entrant firm has considerably higher

chances to overtake the market, due to the fact that is offering a better technology and

that it has an extra-strategic advantage. However, for cases when the incumbent is the

only successful innovator, the entrant’s initial extra-strategic advantage can be overcome.

Now, given that the outcome of the third-stage price-competition is provided, we turn to

the analysis of the interactive decision of the firms optimal (R&D) strategy choices.

Second-Stage Investment-Decisions. Throughout the paper we will assume that

γ > ν holds (i.e. the entrant exhibits an extra-strategic advantage).

Given that the firms know how the consumer choice in the price competition are (ex

post) determined and that they are able to calculate the implied optimal prices, they are

now able to decide upon their optimal investment decisions. That is, whether to invest
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Firms Strategies Expected Profits

γ > ν

Both Invest EΠI = −k

EΠE = (γ − ν)− k

Incumbent Invests EΠI = (1− ρ)(λ + ν − γ)− k

EΠE = ρ(γ − ν)

Entrant Invests EΠI = 0

EΠE = ρ(γ − ν) + (1− ρ)(γ + λ− ν)− k

Nobody Invests EΠI = ρ(1− ρ)(λ + ν − γ)

EΠE = ρ2(γ − ν) + (1− ρ)ρ(γ + λ− ν) + (1− ρ)2(γ − ν)

Table 2: Firms’ Expected Profits

a fixed amount k and produce an innovation that improves the initial technology quality

(θ for the incumbent and θ + γ for the entrant) by λ, or not to invest and obtain the

improvement with probability ρ. The expected profits regarding the investment decision

are presented in Table (2).

As Table (2) shows, the implied profits depend on five aspects: i) the firm’s own

investment decision; ii) the competitor’s investment decision; iii) the cost k of investment;

iv) the exogenous probability ρ of achieving a technological innovation without investing;

and v) the exogenous parameters.

The first two aspects determine our solving strategy and the remaining three describe

the final market outcome. That is, we look for Nash-Equilibria in the investment decision,

with two players (Incumbent and Entrant) and considering their two possible strategies

(Invests and Do not Invest). After simplifying Table (2), the optimal investment decision

is presented as a non-cooperative game in strategic form, with the payoffs matrix shown

in Table (3) where a = γ − ν.

The defined parameter a can be interpreted as the entrant’s extra-strategic advantage
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Entrant Entrant

Invests Does not Invest

Incumbent −k (1− ρ)(λ− a)− k

Invests a− k ρa

Incumbent 0 ρ(1− ρ)(λ− a)

Does not Invest λ(1− ρ) + a− k λρ(1− ρ) + a(1− ρ + ρ2)

Table 3: Payoffs Matrix ( γ > ν)

discussed before. Note that a > 0.

Nash-Equilibrium in Pure Strategies. Comparing the payoffs, it can be shown

that three conditions determine such equilibria. This conditions are,

k > (λ− a)(1− ρ)2 (5)

k < (λ− a)(1− ρ)2 + a(1− ρ) (6)

k < a(1− ρ) (7)

These equations provide the following result that is explained below.

Proposition 1. (Market Equilibrium) Given a > 0 and λ > a

i. For λ ≤ 2a and for all parameter configurations, there exists a unique Nash-

Equilibrium in pure strategies. Moreover, if k < (λ − a)(1 − ρ)2 + a(1 − ρ) the

entrant is the only firm with incentives to invest. No investment takes place other-

wise.

ii. For λ > 2a the previous result holds with the exception that there is a region, defined

by a(1 − ρ) < k < (λ − a)(1 − ρ)2, where two Nash-Equilibrium in pure strategies

exist. In this region, under mixed strategies, either one, both or no firm invests with

positive probability.
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Figure 1: Nash-Equilibria

In what follows, the results of Proposition (1) are explained. Equation (5) is the

condition under which the strategy ”Invests” is dominated by the strategy ”Does not

Invest” for the incumbent. Equation (6) corresponds to the situation where the entrant

always invests, given that the incumbent did not invest. Finally, equation (7) determines

the condition under which the entrant always invests, given that the incumbent did invest.

The parameter configurations that define whether these equilibrium conditions hold,

jointly or partially, is presented in Figure (1) where the investment cost is plotted as a

function of the exogenous probability of innovating.

Figure (1) shows the implied equilibria of the model as a function of the parameters

and summarizes Proposition (1). In order to produce such a two-dimensional equilibria

configuration, we proceeded as follows. Given that a > 0 and λ − a > 0, we assumed

a fixed, vary the possible values of λ and observed the results. Repeating the exercise

for different values for a and λ, it could be concluded that there are only two different

qualitative results. Those cases correspond to the relation between λ and 2a and are

presented in Figure (1). Specifically, Figures (1a) and (1b) (part [i.] of Proposition (1))

and Figure (1c) (part [ii.] of Proposition (1)), show the possible Nash-Equilibria in pure

strategies that can arise in the model.
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Figure (1a) shows the equilibria configuration when λ < 2a, that is, accounts for cases

where the extent of the innovation λ, if achieved, is ”low”. Note that for every possible

parameter configuration or region in the graph (given a > 0 and λ > a), the equilibrium

outcome is unique. That is, each region in the graph is labelled by only one letter. The

notation adopted is the following, ”E” stands for an equilibrium where only the entrant

invests, ”I” when the only investor is the incumbent firm, ”N” when the Nash-Equilibrium

implies that nobody invests, and finally, ”B” when is privately optimal for both firms to

invest.

As this diagram shows, there are only two possible (and unique) equilibria. Either

any of the firm invests (as shown in the region labelled as N), or only the entrant firm

does invest (regions labelled as E). As can be observed, the region of no investment (i.e.

region N) corresponds to the upper-right area of the graph. In this region, equation (5),

represented by the dotted line, holds. That is, according to the payoffs matrix presented in

Table (3), for the incumbent is never optimal to invest (”Invests” is a dominated strategy).

In addition, equation (6), represented by the thick line, does not hold, implying that, given

that the incumbent never invests, for the entrant is optimal to follow the incumbent and,

in consequence, not to invest either (in this region, equation (7) is implied by equation

(6)).

This equilibrium says, that the higher the cost k of investing (and achieving the inno-

vation) and the higher the probability ρ of obtaining that innovation without investment,

the lower the incentives for the firms to invest.

Conversely, in the lower-left area of the graph, our assumption that the level of the

innovation is ”low” (i.e. λ < 2a) implies that, even though different parameter configura-

tions are possible, in the three potential regions below the thick line, their corresponding

Nash-Equilibria are always unique and imply the entrant firm investing alone. However,

qualitatively, they differ slightly. In this three potential regions, the upper two represent

the same case. That is, for the incumbent firm the strategy ”Does not Invest” is always
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dominating the strategy ”Invests” (i.e equation (5) holds), and for the entrant firm is

always optimal to invest (i.e equation (6) holds as well). In this case (the two upper ”E”

regions), the equilibrium suggests that the investment cost k is too high for the incumbent,

but is not for the entrant. This result highlights the extra-strategic advantage possessed

by the entrant firm, and, hence, his willingness to assume higher investment costs.

In the lower ”E” region, the implied parameters determine that the strategy ”Invests”

is not dominated by the strategy ”Does not Invest” (i.e equation (5) does not hold).

However, in this region the entrant’s strategy ”Invests” dominates its ”Does not Invest”

strategy (i.e equations (6) and (7) hold), hence, the entrant always invests. As a result,

even though the incumbent firm is facing low cost of investment, its strategy is highly

dependent on the entrant’s strategy (given that none of its strategies is dominated), and

therefore, it is optimal not to invest. This results shows that even in the presence of low

cost of investments k and lower exogenous probability ρ of obtaining the innovation, the

entrant’s extra-advantages and the ”low” size of the innovation (λ < 2a) give no chance

to the incumbent to capture the market.

In summary, Figure (1a) presents two results: i) when the cost of innovating k is

considerable and/or the probability ρ of achieving the innovation without investing is

also high, is not optimal, for any firm, to invest in the development of the innovation; and

ii) for low cost of the innovation, in the presence of entrant’s extra-advantage (a > 0) and

”low” level of innovation (λ < 2a), the entrant can, unambiguously, impose its advantage

and capture the market.

Figure (1b) presents the limiting situation for the decisive size of the innovation, that

is, shows the case of λ = 2a. The results are the same as those presented for Figure (1a).

However, a richer set of equilibria arises when a ”high” level of innovation is assumed.

That is, for situations where λ > 2a, Figure (1c) shows that for moderate values of the

cost of innovation, the incumbent firm may sustain its dominant position in the market.

This is show in the region labelled as ”E , I”. In this region (moderate investment costs
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and low exogenous probability of innovation), we observe two Nash-Equilibria. In one of

them, the entrant overtakes the market, and in the other one, the incumbent maintains its

dominant position. However, under pure strategies it is impossible to decide upon them.

Note that if the selected equilibrium corresponds to the incumbent firm investing in its

technology, from Table (1) can be seen that the incumbent actually maintain its dominant

position. That is, in the case where the entrant firm does not innovate.

Under this situation (i.e. in the presence of entrant’s extra-advantage and ”high” level

of innovation), we observe three main results presented in Figure (1c): i) when the cost

of innovation is too high and/or the probability of achieving a technological innovation

is also high, is not optimal for any firm to undertake such a costly (R&D) program;

ii) for moderate investment costs and low probability of exogenous innovations, multiple

equilibria arise in which either the incumbent firm or the entrant pursue a (R&D) project;

and iii) for low cost of innovation and low probability of exogenous innovation, the only

firm investing in the innovation is the entrant firm.

Mixed Strategies Nash-Equilibrium. As we observed before, under pure strategies

and in the presence of ”high” level of innovation, the incumbent firm may maintain its

market power. However, the conditions under which this is the case cannot be isolated

given our pure strategies approach to the problem. For this reason, we consider in the

present section the equilibrium outcome when the problem faced by the two firms is

solved using mixed strategies. Under this circumstance, it is assumed that each of the

two possible decisions of each firm is taken with a given probability. As a result, even

though the optimal decision by each firm depends on the decision taken by the other firm

(as in the pure strategies case), this dependence now is, at some extent, uncertain.

Specifically, the incumbent firm realizes that the entrant firm decides to invest with

probability e and not to invest with probability (1−e). In consequence, the incumbent firm

must calculate its payoff (and therefore his optimal decision), considering the uncertain

entrant’s decision. That is, he calculates its expected profit for each alternative it has
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(i.e. ”Invest” of ”Does not Invest”). Using the payoffs matrix and the value of e as given,

the incumbent’s expected profits if it decides to invest or not to invests are, respectively,

EΠI(i) = −ke + (1− e)((1− ρ)(λ− a)− k) (8)

EΠI(ni) = (1− e)ρ(1− ρ)(λ− a). (9)

Accordingly, the value of e that makes the incumbent firm indifferent between its two

options is,

e =
(λ− a)(1− 2ρ + ρ2)− k

(λ− a)(1− 2ρ + ρ2)
. (10)

On the other hand, the entrant firm may observe that the incumbent is also deciding,

to invest or not, according to the probabilities i and (1− i), respectively. In this case, it

calculates its expected profits in the same way, namely,

EΠE(i) = i(a− k) + (1− i)(λ(1− ρ) + a− k) (11)

EΠE(ni) = iρa + (1− i)(ρλ(1− ρ) + a(1− ρ + ρ2)). (12)

In this case, the value of the probability i that makes the entrant firm indifferent

between its two options is,

i =
a(ρ− ρ2) + λ(1− 2ρ + ρ2)− k

(λ− a)(1− 2ρ + ρ2)
. (13)

As expected, it can be shown that the conditions that determine 0 < i < 1 and

0 < e < 1 can be expressed in terms of the cost of investment k and the exogenous

probability of innovation. Moreover, the parameter configuration that implies that both,

i and e are positive and less than one, is the same as that that determines the region ”E

, I” in Figure (1c).

Note that e > i always holds, and that both probabilities are decreasing in the cost of

investment, as well as in the exogenous probability of innovation. This result highlights

again the entrant’s extra-strategic advantage, and therefore, its higher incentives to inno-

vate. In addition, we can conclude that with a positive probability, when the parameters
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of the model determine that the equilibrium is in the region ”E , I”, showed in figure (1c),

both firm invest in the development of the technology. Observe that this result was not

present in the analysis of pure strategies.

In summary, when the incumbent, as well as the entrant firm, employ mixed strategies,

we obtain three main results: i) The entrant, again, exhibits higher incentives to innovate,

given its extra-strategic advantage (e > i); ii) for the relevant parameter configuration

(region ”E , I” in Figure (1), there is a positive probability that both firm invest; and iii)

outside region ”E , I” the equilibrium outcome corresponds to the pure strategies case.

4 Social Optimum

As shown in the previous subsection, for a > 0 and a < λ < 2a, the market equilibrium

in this model exhibits three main features. First, when the cost of innovation is too

high and/or the probability of achieving a technological innovation without investing k

is also high, is not privately optimal, neither for the incumbent nor for the entrant, to

undertake such a costly (R&D) program because the chances of acquiring the innovation,

exogenously, are considerable. Second, under pure strategies, for moderate investment

costs and low probability of exogenous innovations, multiple equilibria arise in which

either the incumbent firm or the entrant may pursue a (R&D) project. When mixed

strategies are analyzed and under the same conditions that yield multiple equilibria, with

a positive probability a given firm may undertake investment initiatives. And third,

for low cost of innovation and low probability of exogenous innovation, the unique firm

investing in (R&D) is the entrant firm.

However, it is important to analyze whether this outcome is socially efficient and

what is the role of network externalities in the potential inefficiencies. In order to infer

the efficiency of the previous results, we construct the first-best outcome, and compare it

with the results highlighted above.
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In the first-best equilibrium, an omniscient social planner decides upon two different

aspects: i) the socially optimal investment strategy of the two existing technologies in

order to maximize expected consumer surplus (second stage); and ii) the final adoption of

the socially optimal technology that maximizes actual consumer surplus (third stage). In

performing those tasks, he takes into account the surplus enjoyed by the first consumer.

We suspect, that given that the firms, privately, do not consider at all the existence of

this ”stranded” consumer, private and social innovative incentives might be misaligned.

Note that we consider the case of a social planner that, in a way, can mandate or induce

technology adoption in the third stage.

Again we proceed backwards. In order to take an optimal investment decision, the

social planner must check, before, which technology provides the maximum social surplus

in the final stage given the four possible ex post innovative outcomes (this information

will determine the optimal technology induced in the third stage). Then, he calculates

the expected social surplus according to the different investment decisions it has in the

investment stage (i.e. invest in both, invest in the incumbent, invest in the entrant or no

invest at all), considering the ex post optimal outcomes. Finally, he chooses the investment

strategy that maximizes expected social surplus.

Third-Stage Induced-Adoption. The four possible ex post innovative outcomes

are: i) both firms achieve the innovation for the third stage; ii) only the incumbent

innovates; iii) only the entrant innovates; and iv) no firm innovates.

In the first case, namely, when both firm achieve the innovation, the social planer must

decide upon,10

(θ + λ + 2ν) + (θ + λ + 2ν) ≷ (θ + λ + ν) + (θ + λ + γ + ν). (14)

The left-hand side correspond to the total surplus provided by the incumbent, given

10Note that the final social surplus is independent of the benefit enjoyed by the first consumer in the

first stage because is always the same. Therefore, the analysis considers only the surplus enjoyed by both

consumers in the final stage.
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that the consumers must pay a zero price for the good. The first term represent the surplus

enjoyed by the first (old or stranded) consumer (that bought the incumbent good) in the

final stage, if the incumbent technology is adopted by the new consumer. That is, it

enjoys the basic, initial stand-alone value θ, plus the benefit attached to the innovation λ

and a network benefit of 2ν. The second term corresponds to the surplus enjoyed by the

second (new) consumer, and the same interpretation applies.

Similarly, the right-hand side corresponds to the total surplus enjoyed by both con-

sumers, in the case of adoption of the entrant technology by the new consumer.

For the second case (incumbent innovates), third case (entrant innovates) and fourth

case (no firm innovates), the corresponding expressions are given by,

(θ + λ + 2ν) + (θ + λ + 2ν) ≷ (θ + λ + ν) + (θ + γ + ν) (15)

(θ + 2ν) + (θ + 2ν) ≷ (θ + ν) + (θ + λ + γ + ν) (16)

(θ + 2ν) + (θ + 2ν) ≷ (θ + ν) + (θ + γ + ν). (17)

Simplifying and reorganizing equations (14)-(17), it can be shown that the conditions

for the social planner to choose a given technology in each of the four possible alternatives,

are the following,

γ ≷ 2ν (18)

γ ≷ 2ν + λ (19)

γ ≷ 2ν − λ (20)

γ ≷ 2ν (21)

Observe that these conditions state that γ should be greater than the corresponding

right-hand side on conditions (18)-(21) in order to be the entrant firm the one that provides

an ex post higher social surplus.

At this point it is useful to summarize the implications of equations (18)-(21). This is

shown in Table (4) that shows the technology that offers the maximum ex post social sur-
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(1) (2) (3)

0 < γ < 2ν 2ν < γ < γ γ < γ < 2ν + λ

Both Incumbent Entrant Entrant

Innovate

Incumbent Incumbent Incumbent Incumbent

Innovates

Entrant Entrant Entrant Entrant

Innovates

Nobody Incumbent Entrant Entrant

Innovates

Table 4: Maximum ex post Social Surplus

plus. It is worth noting that the results shown in Table (4) corresponds to the technology

that, in stage three after the technological process is realized, it is going to be induced by

the social planner. Recall that the nature of the market outcome depends on the relation

between λ and 2a. In particular, in order to the market outcome to exhibit a region with

multiple equilibria, λ > 2a must hold. This is equivalent to γ < λ/2 + ν. Therefore, let’s

define γ = λ/2 + ν as the critical value in terms of γ that define this region. In addition,

it is assumed that γ > 2ν which requires that λ > 2ν.11

Now the social planner is able to calculate the expected total social surplus, in order to

decide how to perform its socially optimal investment decisions. As shown, the expected

total social surplus depends on the extend of the entrant’s technological advantage γ.

That is, there are three cases to consider: i) when 0 < γ < 2ν; ii) when 2ν < γ < γ; and

11By assuming λ > 2ν and therefore γ > 2ν, columns (1) and (2) in Table (4) are comparable with a

market outcome where the multiple Nash-Equilibria arise as describe in the previous section. In addition,

note that in terms of social welfare columns (2) and (3) in Table (4) are equivalent. The distinction is

made in order to provide a richer comparison with the market outcome.
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(1) (2) (3)

0 < γ < 2ν 2ν < γ < γ γ < γ < 2ν + λ

Invests 2(θ + λ + 2ν − k) 2(θ + λ + ν − k) 2(θ + λ + ν − k)

in Both +γ +γ

Invests in 2(θ + λ + 2ν)− k 2(θ + λ) + ργ 2(θ + λ) + ργ

Incumbent +2(ν(2− ρ))− k +2(ν(2− ρ))− k

Invests in (2ν + λ− γ)ρ + λ 2(θ + ν) 2(θ + ν)

Entrant +γ + 2(θ + ν)− k +λ(1 + ρ) + γ − k +λ(1 + ρ) + γ − k

No (2ν − λ− γ)(ρ2 − ρ) (2ν + λ− γ)(ρ− ρ2) (2ν + λ− γ)(ρ− ρ2)

Invest +2(ρλ + θ + 2ν) +2(λ + θ + ν) + γ +2(λ + θ + ν) + γ

Table 5: Expected (ex ante) Total Social Surplus

iii) when γ < γ < 2ν + λ.

Second-Stage Investment-Decision. The expected total social surplus as a func-

tion of the relevant parameter and the available investment strategies is showed in Table

(5).12 It is important to note that even in the case that the social planner undertakes

the socially optimal investment decision, this decision maximizes expected total social

surplus, namely, the final technology outcome, and therefore the optimal adoption, is still

uncertain. This fact highlights the two different decisions that must be made by the social

planner: i) allocate resources efficiently; and ii) induce the adoption that maximizes social

welfare.

Equations (18)-(21) and Tables (4)-(5) provide the following results that are explained

below.

Proposition 2. (Social Optimum)

i. For 0 < γ < 2ν it is socially optimal to invest only in the incumbent technology if

12Note again that columns (2) and (3) of Table (5) are equivalent.
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k < 2λ(1− ρ) + (ρ2 − ρ)(λ + ν − a). Otherwise, it is socially optimal not to invest

at all.

ii. For 2ν < γ < 2ν + λ it is socially optimal not to invest if k > (2λ + ν − a)(1− ρ) +

(ρ2−ρ)(λ+ν−a). For (a−ν)(1−ρ) < k < (2λ+ν−a)(1−ρ)+(ρ2−ρ)(λ+ν−a),

it is socially optimal to invest in the incumbent’s technology. For k < (a−ν)(1−ρ),

it is socially optimal to invest in both technologies.

In what follows, the results of Proposition (2) are explained. In the first case (0 < γ <

2ν), the analysis of Column (1) of Table (5) shows that the expected total surplus from

investing in the incumbent’s technology is greater than investing in both technologies, as

well as investing in the entrant’s technology. Consequently, the social planner must decide

whether to invest in the incumbent’s technology or not investing at all. Comparing the

two implied expected total surplus, it can be shown that the decision depends on the cost

of the investment. Specifically, this conditions corresponds to,

k < 2λ(1− ρ) + (ρ2 − ρ)(λ + ν − a). (22)

If the condition in (22) holds, the socially optimal outcome is to invest in the incum-

bent’s technology. Otherwise, it is an optimal decision not to invest at all. This situation

can be explained by the ”low” value exhibited by the entrant’s technological advantage.

However, the social planner can still induce, in the third stage, the adoption of the en-

trant’s technology, namely, in the case that is socially optimal not to invest (i.e. equation

(22) does not hold) and the entrant firm, alone, exogenously innovates.

In the second case (2ν < γ < 2ν + λ), the optimal social choice considers investment

in both technologies, investment in the incumbent technology or not investment at all.

This conditions are represented by,
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k < (2λ + ν − a)(1− ρ) + (ρ2 − ρ)(λ + ν − a) (23)

k < (1/2)(2λ(1− ρ) + (ρ2 − ρ)(λ + ν − a)) (24)

k < (a− ν)(1− ρ). (25)

When conditions from the equations (23) and (25) hold (i.e. the investment cost is

relatively low), it is optimal to invest in both technologies. In the cases when equation

(23) does not hold, but equation (25) does (i.e. moderate investment cost), it is optimal

to invest in the incumbent’s technology. Finally, when neither equation (23) nor equation

(25) hold, the implied investment cost is too high, in which case the social planner opts

for no investment.13

In this case, note that the value of the entrant’s technological advantage is relatively

”high” and therefore the social planner tends to favor the final adoption of entrant’s

technology (Table (4)). However, it is still possible that the optimal technology choice

in the third stage corresponds to the incumbent technology. This is the case where the

incumbent innovates alone.

In summary, the social planner optimal decisions depend, heavily, on the size of the

entrant’s technological advantage γ. For low values of γ, the optimal (R&D) strategy

decision considers the investment in the incumbent’s technology and the possibility of

not investing at all. As expected, the final decision relies on the underlying cost k of

innovation. This result is due to the fact that the low benefit derived from the new

technology is not enough to compensate for the losses it produces (i.e its monetary cost

and the welfare loss of the old consumer), so its development is, frequently, not pursued.

This is also reflected in the optimal final adoption, where the incumbent’s technology

is predominantly favored from a social point of view. Conversely, for high values of γ,

13It can be shown that equation (24) is irrelevant because in the area between equations (25) and (23)

it is socially optimal to invest in the incumbent’s technology.
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the social planner investment decision could involve all possible investment alternatives,

except for investment in the entrant’s technology. However, as expected, the final optimal

technology adoption tends to be concentrated in the entrant’s new technology, even though

under special circumstances the incumbent’s technology is more likely to be the one with

the higher investment incentives. This fact is explained by the social planer concern over

the old ”stranded” consumer.

Market Equilibrium Vs. Social Optimum. One interesting question, and one of

the main objectives of this paper, considers the situations where the private incentives to

innovate does not correspond with the social incentives to undertake (R&D) initiatives.

This comparison is depicted in Figure (2) and permits to see more clearly the previous

results. In order to analyze the possible misalignment of private and social innovative

incentives, Figure (2) plots jointly the equilibrium conditions presented in Figure (1) (in

particular Figure (1c)), and social optimum equations (22)-(25). The main results can be

described as follows.

Proposition 3. (Market Efficiency)

i. For 0 < γ < 2ν two market inefficiencies may arise. First, if k < 2λ(1 − ρ) +

(ρ − ρ2)(2ν − λ − γ) and k > (λ − a)(1 − ρ)2 + a(1 − ρ) market outcome provides

no investment while the social optimum is to invest in the incumbent’s technology.

Second, if k < (λ− a)(1− ρ)2 + a(1− ρ) market outcome implies investment by the

entrant while the social optimum is to invest in the incumbent’s technology. In this

case, the inefficiency may disappear if in addition a(1 − ρ) < k < (λ − a)(1 − ρ)2

(multiple Nash-Equilibrium region) and the market outcome favors the investment

of the incumbent firm alone.

ii. For 2ν << γ < γ three market inefficiencies may arise. First, if (λ − a)(1 −

ρ)2 + a(1 − ρ) < k < (2λ + 2ν − γ)(1 − ρ) + (ρ2 − ρ)(λ + 2ν − γ) market outcome

provides no investment while the social optimum is to invest in the incumbent’s
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Figure 2: Social Optimum vs. Market Equilibrium

technology. Second, if (a − v)(1 − ρ) < k < (λ − a)(1 − ρ)2 + a(1 − ρ) market

outcome implies investment by the entrant while the social optimum is to invest

in the incumbent’s technology. In this case, the inefficiency may disappear if in

addition a(1− ρ) < k < (λ− a)(1− ρ)2 (multiple Nash-Equilibrium region) and the

market outcome favors the investment of the incumbent firm alone. In this second

case, the area (a − v)(1 − ρ) < k < a(1 − ρ) arises exclusively from the existence

of network externalities. Third, for k < (a − v)(1 − ρ) market outcome favors the

investment in the entrant’s technology while the social optimum indicates investment

in the two technologies.

iii. For γ < γ < 2ν + λ part [ii] applies with the difference that there is no multiple

Nash-Equilibria region, and therefore for k < (λ− a)(1− ρ)2 + a(1− ρ) (i.e. second

inefficiency) and k > (a − v)(1 − ρ) there is always an inefficiency where mar-

ket outcome exhibits investment in the entrant’s technology, while social optimum

mandates investment in the incumbent’s technology.

In the following, the results presented in Proposition (3). Again, as in Figure (1),
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each graph is divided in regions and each region highlights a particular set of parameter

configurations. Accordingly, we adopt the following notation in labelling each region in

the figures. The first letter represents the market outcome, and is simply the reproduction

of Figure (1), while the second letter in parenthesis shows the social optimum decision in

the given region.

Figure (2a) compares the private and social incentives to innovate, and presents the

situation where 0 < γ < 2ν (first case). As expected, for costly and/or high chances of

exogenous innovation, market outcome is efficient and no investment should, and actually

does not, take place (i.e. region ”N(N)” or area above equation (22)). In addition, this

picture also highlights two inefficiencies mentioned in Proposition (3).

The first one is represented in the region ”N(I)” (i.e. area between equations (6)

and (22)). In this case, the cost of innovating is too high to pursue a private (R&D)

project (the incentives of innovate are insufficient), but is socially optimal to invest in the

incumbent technology. The second inefficiency (i.e. area below equation (6)), as can be

seen in the figure, reveals that the private incentives induce the market to overinvest in the

entrant’s technology. This result is due to the fact that the private incentives to innovate

do not consider the welfare loss suffered by the old consumer. This type of inefficiency is

common in the framework of network externalities.

This result corresponds to the case where the entrant’s technological advantage γ is

”low”. Consequently, even though the market outcome exhibits a preference for the en-

trant technology (given its extra-strategic advantage), the surplus provided by the high

entrant’s technology quality is insufficient to compensate the loss incurred by the old con-

sumer (i.e. its foregone potential surplus if the investment is undertaken by the incumbent

firm).

However, there could be one exception in the area below equation (6). In the region ”E

, I (I)” (i.e. multiple Nash-Equilibria or area between equations (5) and (7) the inefficient

may either disappear or be partially reduced if, under mixed strategies, the adopted
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equilibrium corresponds to either the incumbent investing alone or both firm investing.

This two situations may occur with positive probability. In the case of both firm investing,

the inefficiency is, unambiguously, an overinvestment in the entrant technology, but with

some resources allocated efficiently in the incumbent firm.

Figure (2b) considers the parameter configurations where 2ν < γ < γ (second case).

Again, for costly and/or high chances of exogenous innovation, market outcome is efficient

and no investment should, and actually does not, take place (i.e. region ”N(N)”). This

region, as shown in the Figure (2c) lies above equation (23) represented by the dotted

line. However, this case presents three inefficiencies mentioned in Proposition (3).

The first inefficiency appears, as in the previous case, once the surplus of the entire

population is considered and in some circumstances could be socially optimal to invest

and assume a relatively high cost that could not be afforded by private agents (i.e. region

”N(I)” or area between equations (6) and (23)). The second inefficiency (i.e. area between

the equations (25) and (6)) is equivalent (qualitatively) to the second inefficiency in the

previous case. Here also, there is one region where multiple Nash-Equilibria arise and

depending on the equilibrium selection (under mixed strategies) the inefficiency is avoided

or partially reduced. Note that in the area between equations (7) and (25) this inefficiency

arises exclusively from the existence of network externalities (i.e. the area vanishes as

ν → 0).

The third inefficiency correspond to the area ”E(B)” (i.e. area below equation (25).

This area shows that for low cost of innovating and relatively high entrant’s technological

advantage, it is optimal for the society to improve both technologies with certainty. That

is, the population is better off when both technologies are improved. It can also be

observed that the entrant’s technology is favored as a final adoption when the social

planner invests in both technologies (Table (4)). This fact can be explained by the concern

of the social planner for the old consumer.14

14The third case when γ < γ < 2ν + λ is equivalent to the second case with the only difference that in
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In summary, the main result in the comparison between the market performance and

the socially efficient outcome is the fact the the market tends to be, in general, ineffi-

cient and always exhibits, to some extent, insufficient innovative incentives. However,

the nature of the inefficiency is given, as expected, by the size of the entrant’s techno-

logical advantage γ, and there are mainly two results. First, for low values of γ, the

market performance tends to inefficiently overinvest in the entrant’s new technology. As

shown repeatedly in the literature on network externalities, this is due to the fact that the

private incentives do not consider the potential welfare consequences on old or stranded

consumers. As a consequence, final market adoption tends to exhibit excess momentum.

That is, even though it is socially optimal to stay with the current (incumbent’s) technol-

ogy (i.e. it offers in general a higher ex post social surplus, column (1) of Table (4)), the

market is inclined to adopt the new incompatible technology (i.e. entrant’s technology

tends to be adopted, column (3) of Table (1)).

Second, for intermediate values of γ the market is more likely to be in line with the

social optimum, but still exhibits important inefficiencies. These are basically insufficient

innovation, specially for low cost of investment when the markets invests in one technology

even though it is optimal to invest in both. At a lesser extent, given the higher entrant’s

technological advantage, excess momentum is also possible to emerge and in some cases

it can be attributed only to the presence of network externalities.

5 Conclusions

In the present paper, a simplified three-stage duopoly model of competition with uncer-

tain technological progress was presented, in order to determine the private incentives to

innovate and its relation with the social incentives. We have analyzed the potential equi-

libria under all possible configuration of parameters, but our main results concern some

the third case no multiple Nash-Equilibria arises.
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parameters restrictions that exhibit interesting and plausible interpretations. Specifically,

we have concentrated our analysis in the case where the entrant technology possesses a

considerably technological advantage, and considered particular cases where this advan-

tage can be overcome by successful innovative initiatives by the incumbent firm.

Particularly, we have shown that the market equilibrium in our model exhibits three

main features. First, when the cost of innovation is too high and/or the probability of

achieving a technological innovation, is not privately optimal, neither for the incumbent

nor for the entrant, to undertake such a costly (R&D) program. Second, for moderate

investment costs and low probability of exogenous innovations, multiple equilibria arise

in which either the incumbent firm or the entrant pursue a (R&D) project. In addition,

when mixed strategies are analyzed, with a positive probability both firm may under-

take investment initiatives. And third, for low cost of innovation and low probability of

exogenous innovation, the unique firm investing in (R&D) is the entrant firm.

However, with specific and restricted cases this market result is shown to be efficient,

once we compare the optimal social innovative incentives. In particular, the market tends

to overinvest in the new technology. This result is in contrast with the level of investment

implied by Kristiansen (1996) for the incumbent (high investment) and the entrant (low

investment). Therefore, the present analysis presents a framework where the entrant

firm exhibits excessive innovation incentives. This result, taken carefully, suggests that

(R&D) initiatives may be an important mechanism of market entry in network markets

characterized by dominant incumbents.

In addition, the results also highlight the existence of excess momentum. This phe-

nomenon is frequent in the network externalities literature, given that the private inno-

vative incentive do not consider the potential losses of stranded or old consumers. In this

case, this situation can be a direct consequence of the parameters assumptions. Only, in

the case of high values of the entrant’s technological advantage, the market outcomes may

improve notably its efficiency, given that the social and private investment incentive may
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appear to be aligned.

One additional interesting result, correspond to the fact that in equilibrium under

pure strategies, the market equilibrium never exhibits investment by both firms. When

analyzing the social optimal decisions, it appears to be very frequent (when the cost of

the innovations are not to high) that social welfare is maximized by investing in both

technologies. This case is more appealing when the entrant’s technological advantage is

high.

It can be recognized that the model might, and should, be extended to a fully dynamic

setting and must consider a richer set of options for the involved firms. In addition, com-

parison with case studies or empirical regularities might enrich the results just provided.
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